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in tnis area be driven by campai-n planning at the operational level, not by

the number of aivisinns available.
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ABSTRACT

B-EvOND TEN IN TEN: :CtM c E ANE: CONTROL CF "__LJ-CN U.S.
DjVTC:s:S -0 AFC1NT v IA' .mes F. WIl;, USA, 45 pages.

This monog -aph discusses command and control arrarngE-erts
for U.S. civisions teployed to AFCENT after the initial -apid
-einforcemenT, the so-called "ten in ten" requirement.
Specifically, the paper addresses the type of headquarters
needed and whether it should be forward-deployed or CONUS-
based.

The monograph first e .-amines the operational level of war
-n theory and doctrine, in order to determine the level at

which t-e headquarters should operate. NATO command .7
Control st,uctu_-re is then e:-.:amined to see where such a
headqua-ters must interface with e:>.isting headquarters.
"strawman" deployment scenario is developed to show at 4ea
point in the deployment sequence such a headquarters is
needed. Historical cases which illustrate the role of ccr:s :-
major operations are cited.

Finally, conclusions and a recommendation as to the type
and number of headquarters, basing mode, and sequence ot
deployment ar- made. The monograph finds corps headquarte-s
most appropriate, but recommends decisions in this area be
driven by camoaign planning at the operational level, not by
the number of divisions available.
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INTRCDUCT: N

This year,.1 &', marks the ;ortith annversar of .I2

North Atlantic T-eaty Organization, NATO, which provites !he

framework Vor the mutual defense of over 620 million pecole in

Western Europe and North America. 1 Today the alliance pursues

the twin strategies of defense and deterrence, combined with a

quest for arms control/reduction and improved relations with

the East block nations. 2

For the United States of America, NATO remains an

important element of national defense strategy. Within the

NATO strategy of fle:ible response, the U.S. has demonstraiec

its resolve through the forward deployment of substantial

conventional and theater nuclear forces. The U.S. has further

committed to the rapid reinforcement of NATO, pledging to make

available ten Army divisions, a Marine Expeditionary Force, and

eighty-eight United States Air Force squadrons within ten days

of mobilization. 3 This is the so-called "ten in ten"

requirement.

The past decade was one of significant doctrinal change

for U.S. Army forces, both those forward deployed in NATC amn

those with a NATO reinforcement mission. While U.S- an' NATO

strategies have remained fairly constant, U.S. Army doctrine

has not. Doctrinally, the implementation of AirLand Battle and

the recognition of the operational level of war, beginning with

the 1022 version of Field Manual (FM) 100-5, Operations, have

-e-focused ?rmy leaders on considerations for conducting

campaigns and major operations. These considerations are



apparent in the current version of FM 100-5, published in 1920,

as well as FM 100-6, !arce Urit Operations, an tM !0-15,

Corps Ope-ations. Turthermore, allied publications, such as nre

Operational Guideline, published by the German Army, reflect

the sme interest. 4

The focus of this paper is command ai control of those

U.S. Army divisions committed to NATO's Allied Forces Central

Europe (AFCENT) after the initial "ten in ten" raoid

reinforcement. Specifically, the paper will address tie type

of headquarters needed, whether it should be forward ceocyec

or CONUS (Continental United States) based, or a combina-ic- c-

the two. Moreover, the manner in which such a headquarters

lends itself to execution of AirLand Battle at the operatic-a!

level of war, while complementing NATO's command and control

structure, is addressed.

The methodology of this paper is to review the theory an

doctrine impacting on the subject area, examine the command and

control structure in NATO, establish a "strawman" deployment

sequence for U.S. forces, determine appropriate missions ior

follow-on forces, and e:amine the possible structure a+

appropriate type headquarters. Historical cases are e.aminec

to determine the role of command and control headquarte-s in

conducting major operations. Finally, conclusions and a

recommendation as to the type and number of headquarters,

tazing mode, and sequence of deployment are made.



THE CE T]ONOL EVEL 2-F W A

as t 3 eOws :

War is a national undertal -ng which MUSt ne
coordinated from the highest levels. o pc'.-,,
making to the basic levels of e.,ecut ion.
Military strategy, operational art, and tactics
are the broad divisions of activity in preparing
for and conducting war. Successful strategy
achieves nationil and alliance political aims at
the lowest possible cost in lives and treasure.
Operational a'-t translates those aims intc
effective military operations ard campaig-s.
Sound tactics win the battles and engagemen
which produce successful campaigns anc
operations. 5

FM 100-S goes on to further define operational ari

Operational art is the employment o mi Iital-y
forces to attain strategic goals in a theater o4
war or theater of operations through the design,
organization, and conduct of campaigns and major
operations. A campaign is a series of join.
actions designed to attain a strategic objective
in a theater of war. Simultaneous campaigns may
take place when the theater of war contains more
than one theater of operations .... A major
operation comprises the coordinated actions of
large forces in a single phase of a campa+gn or
in a critical battle. Major operations oecide
the course of campaigns. 6

Some commentators have observed that operationel a-t -Rs

defined in FM 100-5 really consists of two levels. Zobe- .

Epstein, P.D., Professo- of History at the U.S. A)-my's Scncc

of Advanced Military Studies, has noted:

The operational level of war..., is given meaning
by the strategic context. Here it involves the
use of military forces in campaigns, major
operations which historically was (sic) called
battles, to achieve strategic objectives.
Operational art is the means by which a favoraone
battle siuation was created. The process C
this creation of a favorable battle situatior has
in the past been referred to as milita-v st -ategv
and this forms the Uper stata o e



oreraiio a levei. (emphasis added) The use o-
large comnined arms formations in battles has in
the past been -e-Ferred to as grand tactics an:
Corrms the lower strata o0 operational

(emphasis added) 7

James J. Suhneider, well-known author on military tecry

and another member of the faculty at the U.S. Army's School *o)-

Advanced Military Studies, has ooted a similar division of the

operational level of war. In Schneider's model, operationa

art consists of an upper level corresponding to ooeraticra,

a.-is or army group and a lower level consistent with zone o-

operations or corps. 3

While Ims;ecteur des Heeres, General H. H. v. Sandra-t,

currently Commander AFCENT, stated that:

Besides conducting the battle in accordance
with the prirniple cf tactics we must therefore
conceive the operatiunal command and control in
its greater dimensions and interdependencies -s a
separate field of military command and control
below the strategic level.

The integrated command and control of land
forces begins at the operational level c
command; this is also where the interfaces
between forces under national command and control
are found. ';

Thus, we can see a general recognition of an operati:7a.

Level of war e isting between strategy and tactics. W4e -ari

furthe- deduce that *or the U.S. Army this level corsists c

two subsets: operational art at the upper level and major

operations at the lower level. This is in fact stated in

FM 100-6, LarE Unit Operations. Io



... ,-_ does r:) equate nca i-ationa. art or j.,aJ=

ope-at:o-s ith a smecizic level o- command; -other, i-

cod, ti-: camna' ns ant ma'or- operations tc theate.-s _

acao-at ion.

The principle task of theater commanders, arc

their sunordinate commanders is to concentrate
superior strength against enemy vu'Lnerab--lities
at the decisive time and place to achieve

strategic and polic'/ aims. The overall joint or
allied commander in each theater of operations
p ans an e :ecutes campaigns and major operat ions

*... ii

Major cperations are the coordinated elements
o; phases oF a campaign. The success or failL-e
of a major omeration will have a decisive impasc
on the conduct of a pa,-t icular phase c - a
campaign... ! n general, operational planring
commits +orces and support to corps and armies
for en e,:tended period. Commanders of corps anc

armies receive long-range objectives and great

freedom in design of their own operations. 12

if operational art can be thought of in terms uf a thee.-

of operations, and major operations are elements of a theater

campaign, what type of headquarters would normally be

associa+ed with each? This question becomes important as ^e

look at the cormnand and control structure within NATO in a7

e rt to determine the command and contvol requirement- z--

-oli ow-Gn forces to AFCENT. F" 1C-)C-5 provides us wit-

Q,ctinaer -escriptions o4- higher headquarters 4-om -cr-

through theater army. In brief:

Corps are the Army's largest tactical units,
the instruments with which higher echelons o-
command conduct maneuver at the operational

level .... Corps plan and onduct major operations
and battles .... when employed alone, they may

e.e,--ise operational as well as tactlcal
-espcns l t s.



Field armies may be formed by theater army
commanders in coordination with the CINCs of
unified command to control and direct the
operations of assignec corps .... Field armies
exercise major operational responsibilities.
Field armies and equivalent organizatiors are
primary operational headquarters. 14

In a mature theater of war where a large
number of forces are employed, theater army
commanders, in coordination with the CINCs of
unified or combined commards, may form army
groups to control the operations of two to five
field armies .... Army group commanders perfo-m
major missions for which they usually receive
broad operational guidance. 15

Theater army is normally the Army service
component command in a unified command .... The
theater army as the service component has bot,7
operational and support responsibilities. Its
exact tasks are assigned by the theater CINC and
may be e:nclusively operational missions, solely
logistic tasks, or a combination of both types of
responsibility. 16

Thus, while FM 100-5 may not directly link levels of

command with operational art, it would appear from the e:cerpts

above that we can make some general conclusions as to which

headquarters are more likely to be "operational" in a given

theater. In a large theater such as the Central Region,

theater army provides broad operational guidance to army

groups, which in turn control the operations of field armtes

who are the "primary operational headquarters." Corps are tne

.instruments with which higher echelons of command conduct

maneuver at the operational level." In the next section of

this paper we will review NATO command and control structure in

an attempt to determine where operational functions are

performed.



in his Operatiomal Guidtline, General H. A. v. Sandrar.

provides a perspective or operational level headquarters f -m

the perspective 31 'Le aerman Army in NATO. The operational

levels of command are considered to be:

Major Subordinate Commanders (MSC)
CINCENT in Central Europe and/or CINCNORTH for

the area of Schleswig-Holstein translates the
strategic objectives of the Alliance into
operational tasks assigned to land and air
forces. 17

Principal Subordinate Commanders (PSC)
Army Groups, COMAAFCE, Allied Tactical Alr

Forces (ATAF). The overall responsibility for
tne planning and conduct of the joint iand/air
warfare lies with the army groups and ATAFs. 13

Corps
The national corps are the operational forces

of the army group. They have to realize the
operational objective of the army group. 19

We can see that General von Sandrart directly links

operational art to specific levels of command. In his scheme,

CINCENT and CINCNORTH translate strategy into operational

tasks, army groups plan and conduct operations, and corps are

the operational forces of the army groups.

The common denominators in both the German and American

view would appear to be the army group and corps. In both

cases, the army group has distinct operational responsibilities

while the corps is the force which places the operational plan

on the ground in battle. A graphic representation of this is

shown on the following page.

=....==, .n mmi • m mnn~n i7
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The graphic applies to actual arranoements in NATO. .T

helps us to see that the operational level of war is not clear-

cut. In addition, it is apparent that the upper pcrtion,

operational art, is closely affiliated with army group and

army, while the lower portion, major operations, is closely

aligned with corps.



COMMAND AND CONTROL. STRUCTURE IN NA O

The North Atlantic Treaty provides the framework< o.

military alliance primarily designed to prevent agg-ession. b_:-

also to repel it if it should occur. It is of indefinite

duration and provides for continuous cooperation and

consultation in political, economic, and other non-military

areas. 21

NATO has both a civil and a military structure. The

highest authority in NATO is the North Atlantic Council. This

body provides the forum for political coordination and

consultation between the members. Military policy is discussed

in the Defense Planning Committee (UPC), one of the principal

committees of the Council. The DPC is composed of those member

countries which participate in NATO's integrated defense

structure.

Twice annually, ministerial meetings are held in ooth the

Council and DPC, where member countries are represented by

their Foreign and Defense Ministers respectively. Permanent

Representatives at the ambassador level meet in council session

at least weekly.

The Secretary General of NATO is Chairman of the COuncil

and the DPC. Additionally, he heads the International Staff.

The Council and the DPC have established a number of

subordinate committees which address the range of NATO

activities. These meet under the chairmanship of a :ember of

the International Staff.



The Military Committee, the senior milita.ry authority i

the Alliance, consists of the Chiefs-of-Staff of the member

countries participating in the NATO integrated military

structure. The committee provides advice to the Council ant

the DPC relating to military matters. Additionally, the

Military Committee gives guidance to the Major NATO Commanders.

The Committee meets weekly at the national military

representative level and twice annually at the Chief-of-Staf=

level. Serving as the e>xecutive agency for the Committee is

the International Military Staff (IMS), which ensures

implementation of the Committee's policies and decisions.

NATO's defense area is divided into three regional

commands; Allied Command Europe, Allied Command Atlantic, and

Allied Command Channel. A regional planning group is

established for the North American area. Major NATO Commanders

are responsible for planning the defense of their areas and -for

conducting NATO exercises.

A schematic of NATO's civil and military structure is

shown below.

CIVIL STRUCTURE 7 MILITARY STRUCTURE

COUNCIL DF'CNIL - Military Committee

Secretary General I
(International Staff) I

Committees j International
*Political Affairs *Economics Military Staff
*Science *Budget COMMANDS
*Defense Review *Infrastructure Atlantic Europe Channre
*Armaments *Logistics SACLANT SACEUR CINCHAN
*Nuclear Planning *Communications
*Civil Emergency *Challenges of Canada - U.S.

Planning Modern Society Regional
*Air Defense *CCIS/ADP Planning

*Crisis Management Group 22



For the purposes of tinis paper, I wil! address prisTmarilv

cummand and cont-ol within the NATO regional command of Airiec

Command Europe (ACE) and its subordinate command, Allied Forces

Central Europe (AFCENT). This command covers the geog-aphical

land area from North Cape to North Africa and from the Atlantic

to the eastern border of Turkey, excluding the United Kingdom

and Portugal. The commander of ACE is known as the Supreme

Allied Commander Europe (SACEUR). 23

SACEUR is -esponsible for the defense against any attack

of Allied countries within his area. In time of war, he would

control all land, sea, and air operations in his area. However,

coastal defense and internal defense remain national

responsibilities. 24

SACEUR and his subordinate commanders only assume their

full authority after transFer of operational command and/or

control of forces to NATO by national governments. This

process is known as TOA. In peacetime, only air defense

forces, quick reaction alert 4orces, and the ACE Mobile Force

are under SACEUR operational command. 25

SACEUR has the right to direct access to the Chiefs-ct-

StaFf, Defense Ministers, and Heads of Government of ary NA-O

powers. Additionally, except for France and Iceland, all NATC

countries maintain a National Military Representative (NMR) at

Supreme Headquarters, Allied Powers Europe (SHAPE). 26

Four Major Subordinate Commands (MSC) are directly

responsible to SACEUR. These are the Northern European Ccma-c

(Allied Forces No-thern Europe -- AFNORTH) , the Central



European Command ('ilied Forces Central Europe -- AFCENTi , t'e

Southern

European Command (Allied Forces Southern Europe -- AFSOUTH)

and the United Kingdom NATO Air Forces (UKAIR).

The MSC considered in this paper is AFCENT. The commander

of AFCENT is known as Commander-in-Chief Allied Forces Central

Europe or CINCENT. As of this writing, the CINCENT is General

Hans-Henning von Sandrart of the Bundeswehr (German Army).

AFCENT has wartime operational command of two army grouos:

Northern Army Group (NORTHAG) and Central Army Group (CENTAG).

Under NORTHAG, from north to south, are I Netherlands Ccrps, I

German Corps, I British Corps, and I Belgium Corps. According

to Isby and Kamps, upon mobilization and deployment from the

United States, III U.S. Corps is employed in the NORTHAG area.

Under CENTAG, from north to south, are III German Corps, V U.S.

Corps, VII U.S. Corps, and II German Corps. 27 The 4th

Canadian Mechanized Brigade Group (4 CMBG) is assigned to NATO

with a role as CENTAG reserve. 28

Additionally, AFCENT has wartime operational control of

Allied Air Forces Central Europe (AAFCE). AAFCE in turn would

control two subordinate commands, 2 and 4 Allied Tactical Air

Forces (ATAF). Under the ATAFs are the Allied Tactical

Operations Centers (ATOC) and Sector Operations Centers (SOC),

which provide tactical control of conventional air forces. Air

SupporL Operations Centers (ASOC) are located with corps

headquarters and provide the primary operational air-ground

interface. 29

12



A joint AFCENT/AAFCE staff provides centralized ai-

planning. AAFCE distributes -esources between the two 4TAFs,

while retaining control of selected assets. ATAFs determine

the number of sorties allocated to the Various mission

categories and designate offensive counter-air and

interdiction targets. ATOCs assign missions to specific units

and coordinate the sorties. ASOCs act as the interface between

the ATOCs and the army corps headquarters. 30

SI GE

NORTHAG I PR

CENTAG VII us
II GE S

31

The final force which must be taken into account when

discussing AFCENT is the French Army. The French are an

e-Xceptional case among the armies in the AFCENT area. France

remains a member of the NATO alliance; however, her armed

forces are not part of NATO's integrated military structure.

Although France retains the right not to participate wits 1AT



in any future conflict, plans e:<ist 4, such participation

should it be necessary. 32

If we relate NATO's command and control structure to the

pre-vious section's discussion on the operational level of war,

we may deduce which headquarters function at the operational

level. SACEUR, as a theater of war commander, translates the

Alliance's strategic and policy aims into military strategy.

The regional commanders, like Commander AFCENT, take the

strategic guidance and translate it into broad operational

guidance in the form of a campaign plan. They are the

practitioners of operational art in NATO. This is analogous -

the role of army groups as stated in FM 100-5.

The army groups, NORTHAG and CENTAG, conduct major

operations within the campaign plan. The army group commanders

function at the lower end of the operational lcvei of war,

major operations. Thai, role is analogous to that of field

armies as stated in FM 100-5.

Corps are the tactical units with which the NATO Army

Groups conduct maneuver at the operational level. Corps may

conduct major operations themselves within the confines of the

army group plan. This is in accordance with FM 100-5.



U.S. FORCE STRUCTURE AND REINFm CEMENT f AFCEN-

Any discussion of U.S. follow-on divisions to AF2ENT mu-st

start with a review of U.S. force structure and stationing.

This will allow us to determine the divisions which may be

available for deployment after the "ten in ten" reinforcemen:.

A review of current stationing of these divisions will allow

assumptions to be made as to a reasonable deployment schedule

and sequence. Forces available and the appro-imate time of

their availability to AFCENT will allow us to better dete,-mine

the appropriate type and location of a command and control

headquarters for these forces.

Current U.S. Army force structure consists of twenty-ei.-.:

divisions and thirty-two separate maneuver regiments and

brigades. This count excludes special operations forces ana

aviation units. Eighteen of the divisions are active units,

with a total of one airborne, one air assault, one motorized,

one infantry, four light infantry, six mechanized infantry, and

four armored. Of the ten National Guard divisions, one is

light infantry, two are mechanized infantry, two are armored,

and five are infantry. 33

Of the thirty-two separate maneuver brigades and

regiments, eight are in the active force. One of these

brigades is mechanized infantry, two are infantry, two are

armored, and three regiments are armored cavalry. Twenty-one

brigades are in the National Guard. Of these twenty-one

brigades/regiments, two are armored, four are armored cavalry,

si.. are mechanized infantry, and the remaining nine are



infantry. 34 Seven of these units round out or augment active

duty divisions. 35 Three separate brigades are located in tne

U.S. Army Reserve. One of these is infantry and two are

mechanized infantry. They have no round-out or augmentation

missions. 36

Additionally, the U.S. Army has five active corps

headquarters. Three are stationed in CONUS and two are forward

deployed to Europe in the AFCENT area, under the Central Army

Group. One corps headquarters, IX Corps (Reinforcement), is

found in the reserves, stationed in Hawaii. 37

Active U.S. land and air forces currently deployed to

Europe total slightly over 354,000 service members, of whom

27,200 are afloat (naval and marine). This figure is equal to

approximately 65% of all personnel which the U.S. deploys

overseas. Of these personnel, about 296,000 are deployed in

the AFCENT region. Approximately 211,000 of these are Army,

77,000 Air Force, and 7,200 Navy. 38

The U.S. Army maintains the equivalent of more than five

divisions in AFCENT. These units include Sth Infantry Divisior

(Mech), 3rd Armored Division, 3rd Infantry Division (Mech) , and

1st Armored Division. The first two of these fall under V

(U.S.) Corps and the latter two under VII (U.S.) Corps.

Additionally, V Corps has the 11th Armored Cavalry Regiment

(ACR) and VII Corps has both the 2nd ACR and 1st Infantry

Division (FWD) (one brigade). 39



Thus, to meet its reinforcement Lequirernent for ten

divisions within ten days of mobilization, the United States

muEs, deploy the equivalent of five divisions to AFCENT. The

United States began preparing for the wartime reinforcement of

Europe in 1962 with what is now known as POMCUS, Prepositioning

Of Material Configured in Unit Sets. 40

The POMCUS concept assumes eight to twelve days of

strategic warning. This would allow the CONUS-based units to

alert, deploy (fly) to Germany, draw equipment, and be emplovec

by the NATO command. 41 Six sets of equipment in various

degrees of completeness are located in Germany, Belgium, anC

the Netherlands. The southern sets, one, two, and three, a)-e

traditionally associated with ist Tnfantry Division, an ACR,

two separate brigades, and one or two additional divisions.

The three northern sets, four, five, and si:<, are thought to be

for elements of III (U.S.) Corps; specifically, 1st Cavalry

Division (Armored), 2nd Armored Division, and 4th Infantry

Division (Mech) . 42

ThL United States has eight fast roll-on/roll-off (RO/RC)

transports. Five of them can carry a "heavy" kmechanized

infantry or armored) division. Appro:imately one day is reece,

for loading, four days for cross-Atlantic transit at 33kt, arc

one day to unload, for a total of six days. Such ships would

most likely transport divisions located near ports, such as the

5th or 24th Divisions. 43



In order to create a deployment sequence scenario

strawman , we must make some assumpt ions on warning times ant

political reactions to a perceived threat. For the purpose o

this paper we will not consider a "bolt from the blue" attack

with no warning. We will also assume that no friction occ rs

in the political process; that is to say, no additional time

will be factored in for the political decisions which must take

place for mobilization.

After 40 years of development, NATO's alerting p-ocedures

do not have any supranational authority. Mobilization, like

logistics, is a national responsibility. Each NATO country

decides independently whether to alert and mobilize its

national forces committed to NATO. 44

How much warning time does NATO need to get ready')

Figares vary among sources. Isby and Kamps, in Armies of

NATO's Central Front, state that 48 hours of intelligence lead

time is the minimum necessary to react. 45

Cordesman, in NATO's Central Recion Forces, states that

NATO's own estimates are that it would take 96 hours (fou-

days) for the 71 brigades in AFCENT to deploy to their-

defensive positions. Cordesman believes this figure to te

optimistic as it faiLs to account for major national readiress

and mobilization problems. He feels a more realistic time

frame for the -orward brigades is six to ten days, with ten

additional days required to bring up the first twenty-st..

reserve nrigades. we projects a total of thirty days for a.



)-eserves c ne in place an thirty to si ty days to popev-i

deploy L.S. rapid -einforcements. 4rE.

For tne purposes of this paper, we will assume tlat NA O

receives 4S hours intelligence lead time in addition to 96

hours to deploy the forward combat brigades. Thus, we assume

six days total warning prior to attack. How does this affect

U.S. deployment) That is the purpose of our "strawman".

Let us assume the decision is made immediately uoon

warning to deploy the rapid reinforcement units, the ten 17

ten' force. I will consider this to be mobilization or "M" day

in my "stra..4man"scenario. We can safely assume 21 ho7L-nS Or C-e

day is spent in alerting units and recalling personnel. At

least one additional day will be required to prepare "'ly-in

personnel to deploy. This 48-hour period may be optimistic,

tut is reasonable. It also aligns well with the call-up 0+ the

Civil Reserve Air Fleet (CRAF).

The Secretary of Defense may declare an Airlift Emergercy

and call up 171 commercia aircraft to Support deployment

within 2'4 hours of their notification. If a State of Natioa!

Emergency is declared by the President, the Secretary -ay ca'.

up an additcnal 2_.3 aircraft to be available in WS hour-s. 47

Enough aircraft will be available to transport the "fly-

in" element over a two-day period in our "strawman' scenario.

This has the last fly-in elEments in Europe after four days,

ready to ne-in drawing POMCUS. However, this still leaves

elements - t-e ; _e which must move non-PCMCUS eqLIpment SL0'

as nelicomters and communications gear to aerial mcrts of



debar ation for movement to Europe. Additionally, some heavy

non-POMCUS gear or units may need to move by ship.

We wil! assume that the ships (Q RO/RO) were made

availatle in the same forty-eight hour period as the CRAF, as

well as sufficient ai--lifters to move high priority cargo.

Given twenty-four hours to move to aerial ports and sea ports,

these elements are only slightly behind the fly-in personnel.

Assuming forty-eight hours for the high priority air-

lifted equipment to arrive, it should be in Europe one day

after the fly-in element, or M+5 days. Six days are required

to load, sail, and unload the ships. This brings the heavy

equipment to Europe at M+7 days.

We will now assume forty-eight hours to link-up the

various elements with their parent units and an additional

twenty-four hours to move into reserve positions. This puts

the rapid reinforcement units ready for employment at M+10

days, or four days after initiation of hostilities.

The rapid reinforcement scenario provided above is highly

optimistic. Even if we add a factor of 50% for the "friction'

bound to be involved in such an operation, we still have the

units ready for empzl,7act at M+15 days, or nine days afte- the

initiation of hostilities.

We will assume the fifteen day figure for our "strawman".

Thus, nine days into the war we will assume the equivalent of

ten U.S. divisions in AFCENT. We will designate these as

consisting of three corps: III Corps, V Corps, and VII Corps.

III Corps would consist of 1st Cavalry Division, 2rd Armcret



Division, 4th !nfantry Division (Mech) , and an ACR. V Corps

would be made up of 1th Infantry Division (Mech , 3rd Armored

Division, and two separate brigades and an ACR. VII Corps

would include 1st Infantry Division (Mech), Ist Armored

Division, 3rd Infantry Division (Mech), and an ACR.

This deployment leaves two corps headquarters, one

infantry division, two infantry divisions mechanized, four

light divisions, a motorized division, an airborne division,

and an air assault division of the active force. Of these, the

infantry division in Korea (2ID) and the light divisions ir

Hawaii and Alaska (251D and 61D) will not be considered to be

available for Europe. One corps headquarters (XVIII), the

airborne division (82nd), and the air assault division (101st)

will be considered as unavailable to AFCENT although they might

be in strategic reserve for SACEUR.

We are now conceivably left with one corps headquarters

(I), a motorized division (9th) , two light infantry divisions

(71D and 10ID), as well as two mechanized infantry divisions

(5ID and 241D) available to reinforce AFCENT. It is reasonable

to assume that the three corps now in place in Europe in our

scenario Could assume command and control of these divisions

when they deploy. Alternatively, the corps headquarters (1)

and two or three of these divisions and one or two separate

brigades/regiments could be deployed to provide another

maneuver corps. Such a corps could be employed in the CENTAG

area as an army group reserve.



It is possible to assume that the shipping for the two

"heavy" divisions Would be available after four days return

time from Europe, or M+19 days. Given si::.:: days to loao,

transit, and unload, one division could be available at M+25

days. With two days to move from port to a field location, the

division could be reEdy for employment at M+27 days. Given

similar planning factors, the other "heavy" division would be

available for employment ten days later, M+37.

At this point we still have four "heavy" National Guard

divisions available. These are 25th Infantry Division (Mech).

40th Infantry Division (Mech), 49th Armored Division, and 50th

Armored Division. These divisions would need to move by sea.

Given our RO/RO ships are available at M+39 days, will the

divisions be ready?

Karl H. Lowe states that taking reservists to active duty

nominally allows 48 hours from the mobilization decision to

notification, with an additional 4S hours to arrive at a

mobilization station. He goes on to state, however, that many

larger reserve formations could need up to eight weeks of

additional training before they would be considered combat

ready. 48

Additional impediments to deployment are the lack of

aerial port, military air, and sealift resources missing in the

active structure and which must be activated from the reserves

to support a major overseas deployment. Lack of shipping is

also a major factor. The RO/RO type ships necessary to move

"heavy" units are very limited in number. The 400 dry-cargc



and passenger ships which NATO has identified are not

immediately available and will not help the "heavy"

deployment. 49 Further, these ships, as well as U.S. reserve

ships, will be needed to move sustainment supplies and

logistical units.

Thus, in our "strawman" deployment scenario, forty days

into mobilization, M+40, we are ready to move National Guard

divisions which may require more training prior to combat.

However, given the shortage of RO/RO ships this may not be a

major problem. If the first of these four divisions departs on

M+40, the earliest that shipping will be available for the

second is nine days later, or M+49 days. Using these planning

factors, the last division will not reach Europe until M+-9

days. If the divisions are employed together as a corps when

the last one arrives, sufficient training time should be

available either in CONUS or Europe.

In conclusion, our "strawman" deployment scenario may be

too optimistic. We will, however, use the time frame of

mobilization plus forty-nine to seventy days (M+49 to M+703)as

the time frame in which the follow-on forces with which 4e are

concerned, the four "heavy" National Guard divisions, depcy :o

Europe. The type of command and control headquarters to be

employed over these divisions, and when that headquarters

should deploy, will be discussed after we review possible

missions for these forces in the next section.



MISSIONS FOR FOLLOW-ON DIVISIONS

Any discussion of missions for the follow-on divisions

must go beyond a simple listing of offensive, defensive, and

other operations. The real concern here is the role of these

divisions in the AFCENT commander's campaign plan, or the army

group commanders' major operations. In other words, what is

t zperational impact o+ chese diviMio ,s?

In the "strawman" deployment scenario in the previous

section, we noted that two active "heavy" divisions could be

deployed after the "ten in ten", at M+37 days. These divisicns

could be assigned either tactical or operational missions.

Possible tactical missions would include assignment to t-e

forward corps in CENTAG (V ano VII) as corps reserve.

Alternatively, they could be used to replace committed

divisions, allowing these to rest and refit in the rear. These

are tactical uses which may not have a significant impact on

the army group commander's operational plan.

How can these divisions be used operationally? Given that

the army group commanders operate at the lower spectrum of the

operational level of war, major operations, these divisions

must be used in a major operation to obtain operational

impact. For example, if the divisions are placed under I Corps

(deploying from CONUS) rather than placed under V or VII Corps,

one now has a unit capable of use in a major operation. Such

an operation couLtd be defensive or offensive. The newly-formet

corps might be used to add operational depth to the defense,

reduce a penetration, or conduct a counterattack. in roles

Cu



such as these, our two divisions begin to assLme operatic-al

significance.

What about the four "heavy" National Guard divisions whic'-

become available at between M+46 and M+69 days? The same

tactical and operational questions and missions as addressed

above come into play. If these divisions are to have an

operational impact they must be utilized as part of a larger

unit. The immediate problem with using these divisions as oae-t

of a larger unit is lack of a command and control headquarters.

To provide the AFCENT commander with a large unit capable

of conducting a major operation, we must establish a command

and control headquarters for these divisions. A corps

headquarters would seem to be most appropriate as this is the

headquarters which provides "the link between the operational

and tactical levels of war." 50

In the next section we will look at some historical cases

of the employment of corps before we draw conclusions as to the

type and number of command and control headquarters needed zor

U.S. follow-on divisions in AFCENT.



HISTORICAL CASES

Prior to drawing any conclusions and making any

recommendations, it may be helpful to review three historical

ex.amples of corps headquarters conducting major operations in

wartime: II Corps in North Africa in WWII, X Corps in Korea,

and Third Army in Northwest Europe in WWII.

II Corps participated in Operation Torch, the 8 November

1942 landings in North Africa. The Commanding General of II

Corps, MG Fredendall, served as Commander, Central Task Force,

for the invasion. 51 II Corps is of interest because it

demonstrates use of a corps headquarters to conduct a major

operation.

The chain of command for this operation consisted of three

Task Force Commanders: Western (U.S. I Armored Corps), Central

(II U.S. Corps), and Eastern (BR. First Army). Along with the

Commander, Naval Expeditionary Force, the Task Forces all came

directly under the Allied Commander in Chief, General

Eisenhower. 52

Combined
Chiefs of Staff

I

Allied CINC
Deputy Commander

Commander Commander Commander rsCommanderWestern Central Eastern " Naval

Task Task Task IE-peditionary
Force Force Force F orce (DR)

(I Armored Corps) (II Corps) (BR First Army) 5



Thus we have a case of the Theater Commander, Genera.

Eisenhower, utilizing corps to conduct concurrent major

operations in a phase of the campaign to capture North Africa.

As Theater Commander, General Eisenhower translated strategic

guidance from the Combined Chiefs of Staff into an operational

campaign plan. The initial phase of this campaign was the

execution of the Torch landings, which corps conducted as major

operations.

By March 1943, the situation in North Africa had changed.

The theater had matured and this required changes in the

command structure. Our interest is at the corps level and the

relationship of the corps to the operational commander.

In the mature theater, General Eisenhower remained as

CINC; however, II Corps was no longer under his direct

control. Under the new structure, General Eisenhower directly

controlled the Mediterranean Air Command, 13th Army Group,

Commander in Chief Mediterranean (Naval Forces), and Fifth

Army. 54

Allied Force Headquarter s[
C!N EN i--nhowe-
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Within this organization, II Corps came under command of

18 Army Group along with First (BR) and Eighth (BR) Armies.

Therefore, we see an operational level of command, 18 Army

Group, inserted between the CINC and II Corps. However, the

role of II Corps remained the same; conduct major operations in

support of the operational commander's campaign plan. 55

LsArmy Group

Firs It Army1 C I Corps _J EighthAmy

In the example of II Corps, we see operational commanders

utilizing a corps headquarters to conduct major operations in

support of their campaign plan. The corps headquarters

provided the operational commander with flexibility in

organizing his forces.

The second example is that of X Corps in the initial

phases of the Korean War. I will focus on X Corps' role during

the early portion of the war, the period of the Inchon Landing

and follow-on operations in North Korea. X Corps is of

interest as it demonstrates employment of a corps headquarters

to provide command and control for divisions reinforcing the

theater of operations.

The Korean War began on 25 June 1950, when the North

Korean People's Army conducted a surprise attack on the

Republic of Korea (ROK). At the time of the attack, U.S.

command structure in the theater consisted of Far Eastern

Command (FEC), with General MacArthur as Commander in Chief



(CINCFE). Under his command were all U.S. armed forces -n the

Western Pacific, with major subordinate commands consisting of

Eighth Army, Far East Air Forces (FEAF), and U.S. Naval Forzes

Far East (NAVFE). 56

At the outbreak of the Korean War, LTG Walton Walker

commanded Eighth Army. The army was comprised of four

understrength divisions located throughout Japan. 57 It was

not until September 1950, however, that Eighth Army organized

any corps headquarters. 58

On 26th August 1950, General MacArthur activated

Headquarters, X Corps, from the Special Planning Staff (SPS),

General Headquarters (GHQ), which had been formed to plan the

Inchon landings. All units in the GHQ Reserve were assigned to

X Corps to provide the ground forces for the landings at

Inchon. MG Edward Almond assumed command of the corps. 59

X Corps participated in both the Inchon and Wonsan

landings as a separate command under Far Eastern Command. For

the conduct of the actual landings, X Corps was an element of

Joint Task Force 7, under command of Admiral Struble. 60
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In the case of X Corps, it is rather obvious that the

corps conducted major operations within the campaign plan o4

the theater commander. As in the initial case of Ii Corps, t.e

theater commander translated strategic guidance into an

operational plan and executing the plan in phases through the

employment of a corps. The role of the corps remained the same

-- conduct major operations.

Finally, we will review the case of Third Army's

employment in Northwest Europe in WWII. Third Army provides an

excellent example of the establishment of a command and control

headquarters for the employment of follow-on forces.

Subsequent to the Normandy Invasion, as the "Cobra"

offensive began, U.S. ground forces on the Continent were

subordinated to First Army. First Army consisted of four corps

with a sum total of fifteen divisions. 63 On 1 August 1,944,

one week after the start of "Cobra", Third Army was activated

under command of 12th Army Group. 12th Army GroLup also

assumed command of First Army at that time. 64 VIII Cores,

which was under operational control of First Army, came under



control of Third Army. Additionally, Third Army assumed

control ot XV and XX Corps on the Continent, as well as XII

Corps which was staging from England to the Continent. 65

Firt rmy hidAm

Third Army's initial mission was to seize the Britanny

Peninsula. Britanny was important because of its ports which

gave the allies a broad avenue of entry onto the Continent. 66

As the situation changed, Britanny became less important and

Third Army's primary mission became an exploitation in a new

allied strategy which swung the right flank f the allies east

toward Paris. 67.

Third Army provides an example of the advantages of

establishing another command and control headquarters for

follow-on forces as opposed to placing them under existing

headquarters. Third Army provided the operational commander,

GEN Bradley, with a subordinate headquarters capable of

conducting a major operation, while concurrently providing the

flexibility to rapidly change lines of operation.

These historical cases have provided examples of the role

of corps and army headquarters in conducting major operatcns

in support of the operational commander's campaign plan. The

flex:ibility which the operational commander -eceives by having

an additional command and control headquarters for his Follow-



on fo-ces is evident. Important insights into the role

command and control headquarters for follow-on divisions to

AFCENT can be gained by looking to the past. In the ne::t

section, I will draw some conclusions and make recommendations

for today's situation.

•~~~~ 2



CONCLUSICNS A10r F Er: 2 A 7 
CN

Tree FCE>NT and army group commande-s operate at t.ne

c eratiznal level of war. The AFCENT ccmmander operates a- t±

upper 'Level , operational art , translating strategic guidance

into operational objectives through campaign plans. The army

group commanders operate at the lower level, conducting major

operations as part of the AFCENT commander's campaign. Corps

pr-ovide the interface between operations and tactics.

A deficiency e:ists in the command and control of folcs-

on U.S. divisions to AFCENT. This deficiency is at the 1ave'

which provides the interface between the tactical ano

operational headquarters, the corps. This failure tj provide a

linkage between the divisions and the army group limits the

campaign planning of the AFCENT commander, as well a- the

ability to conduct major operations.

Lack of command and control headquarters for the fcllow-c7

divisions could be resolved in part by deployment of a CONUS-

based corps headquarters (I) to Europe after the "ten in ten'

rapid reinforcement, but prior to the deployment of the

emaining two "heavy" active divisions.

Such a deployment would occur at appro:::imately

mobilization plus twenty days. Since both divisions wOutIC 7c-

close until plus thirty-seven days, this would provide the

corps time to both plan and organize sustainment and combat

suppcrt/combat service support (CS/CSS) assets. This scenar:n

also Qm-esuooses the concurrent movement of CS/CSS units JIF'

*he deploying divisions.



A similar operational/tactical employment case can be mate

for the four "heavy" National Guard divisions. In this case,

however, there is not an available corps headquarters. Such a

headquarters would have to be "created", perhaps f-om the

personnel of one of the numbered CONUS-based armies.

Providing two additional corps headquarters for command

and control of follow-on divisions to AFCENT would also

increase the "depth" of corps headquarters available in Europe.

The AFCENT and army group commanders would gain some

fle>(ibility if a forward headquarters was destroyed or

degraded. Additionally, divisions could be rotated between

forward and reserve corps to reconstitute or rest and refit.

At least one question which must be answered is that of

support and sustainment. Do sufficient CS/CSS assets exist tM

support two additional corps in Europe? This would need to be

determined; however, two Corps Support Commands, the 10Srd and

the 311th, do exist in the reserve structure. 68

A final conclusion: attempting to determine the

requirement for command and control headquarters based on the

availability of divisions is the wrong approach. A better

approach would be for the AFCENT commander to develop nis

campaign plan and based on this, determine the requirements c;

the army group commanders to conduct the major operations of

the campaign by phase. This would allow a more rational

approach to determining the preferred deployment sequence of

forces to Europe, as well as the required number of corps

headquarters.

• • a a i i i4



The 'nited States must press NATO commanders to corduz-

campaign planning in order to provide a basis For force

s ructure and deployment planning. This is a primary

requirement if NATO is to win at the operational level of wa-.

The U.S. Army snould review the requirement for corps

headquarters in AFCENT and, at the minimum, add one for use in

the CENTAG area. Consideration should be given to deploying

such a headquar ters soon after the "ten in ten" rapid

reinforcement forces. Additionally, the feasibility of a

small, permanently deployed "Corps Forward" planning cell

should be considered. Such a unit could be modeled on the

current III Corps (FWD) which is deployed in the Netherlands.

A study should be made of the necessity and feasibility c--

creating a second deploying corps headquarters for command ana

control of late-deploying Reserve and National Guard forces.

Rather than creating such a corps in the active or reserve

structure, we should look at the possibility of "dual-hatting"

a numbered army commander in CONUS. Such an organization could

establish a forward planning cell as previously described anc

be established from existing assets upon mobilization.
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